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Beauty and
privacy all in one.
With our many options in style, opacity
and translucency, 3MTM Window Film
allows you to tailor the amount of privacy
you want—without sacrificing light.

•	Increased reflection helps enhance daytime
privacy and can create a more uniform
building exterior appearance.

•	Privacy can be customized, while light still

pours from room to room, creating an open
feel even in confined spaces

•	Conceal areas from the public and create
privacy without building walls.

•	Get the look of etched, cut, sandblasted or
textured glass as you add privacy.

•	Create upscale looks at a fraction of the cost.
•	3M expertise in adhesives ensures you of fast,
accurate, beautiful and durable application to
a variety of glass substrates.

Protected by 3M™ Window Film

Transformational window film.
Even a quick glance at the building’s before and after pictures
illustrates the 3M™ Window Film story. Clear views into office
spaces, haphazard blinds and window treatments, and fading
exteriors get quickly forgotten after 3M Window Film is installed.
The film’s dramatic and welcome changes can give a building an
entirely new lease on life.

Stand out from the crowd with a custom—
and uniform—exterior.
From mirrored, reflective window films that give a high-tech
look to more subtle bronze or neutral films, architects, property
managers and business owners can quickly and effectively create
an exterior appearance that can complement any building’s
design. If you are looking to update an older building, 3M Window
Films are a cost-effective way to rejuvenate a property’s exterior
appearance. They make building exteriors more attractive by
eliminating visual clutter and giving them a uniform appearance.

Achieve privacy that’s personal.

Before and After 3M Window Film

You can design a space that’s private without making it feel closed
off with 3M Window Films. Our decorative glass and window
films allow you to tailor the amount of privacy a space possesses,
transforming plain glass with the look of cut or textured glass—
at a fraction of the price. Whether you want more security or
just need to hide an unsightly area, use 3M Window Film to add
privacy and style to any space.

More than just good looks.
Beyond the pleasing appearance of 3M Window Film is the
science that went into the films’ design. These high performance
films help reject heat and reduce glare adding to tenant comfort,
as well as offering protection for your furnishings by blocking up
to 99.9% of the sun’s UV rays. This can reduce future expenses by
helping prolong the life and vibrancy in the fabric of furniture and
carpets.

Provide privacy, security and enhance building aesthetics.
Learn more at 3M.com/WindowFilm.
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